Onset of preclinical osteoarthritis: the angular spatial organization permits early diagnosis.
Superficial articular chondrocytes display distinct spatial remodeling processes in response to the onset of distant osteoarthritis (OA). Such processes may be used to diagnose early events before manifest OA results in tissue destruction and clinical symptoms. Using a novel method of spatial quantification by calculating the angles between a chondrocyte and its surrounding neighbors, we compared maturational and degenerative changes of the cellular organizations in rat and human cartilage specimens. The nuclei of superficial chondrocytes obtained from intact rat cartilage and from human knee cartilage, as well as from cartilage with focal and severe OA, were digitally recorded in top-down views. Their Cartesian coordinates were used to determine the nearest neighbor for each chondrocyte and the angle between these 2 cells and a reference. These angles, cellularity, nearest neighbor distances, and aggregation were analyzed as a function of location and OA severity. Neighboring rat chondrocytes exhibited intricate angular patterns with 4 dominant angles that were maintained during maturation and during the onset and progression of OA. Within intact cartilage, human chondrocytes demonstrated 1 dominant angle and, thus, a significantly different angular organization. With early OA onset, human chondrocytes that were located within intact cartilage displayed an increased occurrence of 4 angles; the resulting angular patterns were indistinguishable from those observed in rats. The angular remodeling was associated with location- and OA severity-dependent changes in cellularity and aggregation. This study is the first to identify the presence of angular characteristics of spatial chondrocyte organization and species-specific remodeling processes correlating with OA onset. The appearance of distinct angular and spatial patterns between neighboring chondrocytes can identify the onset of distant OA prior to microscopically visible tissue damage and possibly before clinical onset. With further development, this novel concept may become suitable for the diagnosis and followup of patients susceptible to OA.